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Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
NEW AOR Pre-Case Notes notification sort fix 
 
In the "NEW AOR Pre-Case Notes" notification, when a user 
clicked on any of the column headers in the grid, IRIS did not 
sort the records.  That has been resolved. 

Bug 164954 

AOR Type filter added to three AOR notifications 
 
An AOR Type filter was added to the following notifications to 
allow users to select the type of AOR they wish to see in the 
results grid: 
1. AORs Sent by Affiliates 
2. AOR(s) Submitted to RPC/RSC 
3. NEW AOR Pre-Case Note(s) 

Enhancement 164952 

Lautenberg AOR Marriages screen clarification 
 
Relationship was added next to the name in the Husband and 
Wife dropdowns on the Marriages tab to help the affiliate pick 
the correct person.  This resolves an issue where when there 
was more than one person with the same name (ex: father and 
son), the user could not determine which one to pick from the 
dropdown. 

Enhancement 164052 

Lautenberg AOR Spouse functionality and verbiage 
change 
 
“Husband’s Name” was changed to “Spouse 1’s Name” and 
“Wife’s Name” was changed to “Spouse 2’s Name” in order to 
accommodate same gender marriages.  Also, in each spouse 
dropdown, Anchor and all Anchor Family members (male and 
female) will now be included. 

Enhancement 166989 

AOR Minor Aging/Aged Out notification bug fixes 
 
Fixed several issues with the AOR Minor Aging/Aged Out 
notification. 

Bug 163909 

Case Transfer functionality modifications 
 
Modifications were made to the case transfer process.  
Highlights include: 
1. The Transfer Date is now editable. 
2. A copy of the Transfer Form is now added to the VOLAG 

Note that is created during a transfer. 
3. When a case is Closed, the verbiage is now red in the 

header. 
4. Transfer In and Out agencies will now display in the header 

in red. 
5. Transfer Out information has been added to the Case 

screen. 

Enhancement 162908 



Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
6. Case transfers can now also be initiated from a case’s 

Case and Member screens. 
7. Transferred In and Transferred Out checkboxes have been 

added to the Advanced Search screen. 

"AORs Sent by Affiliate" notification modification 
 
When an AOR is in one of the Amend statuses, the value in the 
"Type" column will now be "Amended" rather than "Corrected." 

Enhancement 162901 

eABN/eDOM database change 
 
The eABN/eDOM import will now save Leg Number in the 
database for domestic flights.  International Leg Numbers are 
already saved during imports.  There will be no visible changes 
on any screens. 

Enhancement 164302 

Daily Travel Summary standard report change 
 
As was done in March 2017 for a case's Travel History screen, 
IRIS will no longer add unnecessary duplicate add/delete 
entries on the Daily Travel Summary standard report. 

Enhancement 166104 

Import "Affiliate Caseload Data File" 
 
Added a process to import the weekly RPC affiliate case load 
data file. 

Enhancement 159235 

Import AOR Letter 
 
Added the ability to split and import the RAVU, Discrepancy 
and DNA letters provided by RPC in PDF format.  Note, the 
AOR letters provided by RPC do not follow a strict, rigorous 
naming convention or structure.  IRIS searches the letters for 
information that may be used to split the letters by PreCaseID 
and also to match the letter with IRIS AORs.  For this reason, 
there is a verification step before IRIS will upload the letter to 
the appropriate IRIS AOR. 

Enhancement 162328 

 

 
 

Post-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
90 Day Follow-Up Suitability Assessment  
 
New 90 day follow-up suitability form will be available for cases 
that are arrived on or after 10/01/2017. 
 
Note: Effective date can be modified from IRIS Variables. 

Enhancement 162794 

90 day follow-up suitability form 
 
When new address is entered for the responsible adult on the 
90th day report, it pulls and displays “State” from pre/post 
suitability form the moment 90th day form is saved. It should 
display the correct state instead of puling state value from 
pre/post suitability form. 

Bug 162791 

 

 



Administration  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
Custom Report IRIS_Individual Updated 
 
Corrected the issue of Address information missing entirely. 

Bug 166068 

Custom Report “Base” Category Issue 
 
Corrected an issue where users could save reports to the 
“Base” category.  The Base category should only contain 
reports created by the IRIS Support Team. 

Bug 165039 

Custom Report Browser Issue 
 
Corrected an issue where Custom Reports functioning 
incorrectly with Google Chrome.  Numerous additional bug 
fixes addressed also. 

Bug 159996 

Custom Report New Fields 
 
Added fields to IRIS_CASE data source that are new with the 
“Affiliate Case Load Report”. 
 
1. OrientationHour_Code  
2. OrientationHour  
3. MustTravelBy  
4. TravelStatus_Code  
5. TravelStatus 

Enhancement 159235 

 

 

 

 


